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We formulate the conditions under which the dynamics of a continuously measured quantum
system becomes indistinguishable from that of the corresponding classical system. In particular, we
demonstrate that even in a classically chaotic system the quantum state vector conditioned by the
measurement remains localized and, under these conditions, follows a trajectory characterized by
the classical Lyapunov exponent.
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The emergence of classical chaos from quantum me-
chanics is probably the most important theoretical prob-
lem in the study of the quantum to classical transition.
Because of the absence of chaos in isolated quantum sys-
tems [1] and the noncommutativity of the twin limits
h ! 0 (the semiclassical limit) and t ! 1 (the late-
time limit, necessary to describe chaos), the fundamen-
tal mechanism of how classical chaos arises from quan-
tum mechanics remains to be elucidated. While there
has been much progress recently in the development of
sophisticated semiclassical methods for chaotic dynami-
cal systems [2], attempts to unambiguously characterize
notions of chaos in the exact quantum dynamics [3] and
to extract classical chaos as a formal semiclassical limit
have been less successful: a rigorous quantier of ‘quan-
tum chaos’ on par with the classical Lyapunov exponents
has yet to be found. And, since formal techniques have so
far not succeeded in extracting trajectories from isolated
quantum systems, they have not been able to explain the
generation of chaotic time series in actual experimental
situations. The experimental state of the art has, how-
ever, reached the stage where the quantum to classical
transition can now be probed directly [4]. So, it is cru-
cial that one understand the mechanism underlying this
transition in order to interpret existing results and design
future experiments.
Even though formal semiclassical limits of closed quan-
tum systems with few degrees of freedom are interesting
from the point of view of determining simple character-
istics of these chaotic systems, real experiments always
deal with open quantum systems, i.e. systems interact-
ing with their environment. As the interaction with the
measuring apparatus necessary to deduce classical behav-
ior provides an irreducible disturbance on the free evo-
lution of the quantum system, the resulting decoherence
and conditioned evolution could play a crucial role in the
emergence of the classical limit, and of chaos, from the
underlying quantum dynamics. Indeed, some qualitative
results in this direction already exist [5,6]. In this Letter,
we show that, even in the absence of any other interaction
with the environment, the theory of continuous quantum
measurements applied to the quantum dynamics of clas-
sically chaotic systems provides a quantitatively satisfac-
tory explanation of how classical chaos, and Lyapunov
exponents characterizing it, emerges from quantum me-
chanics.
Open quantum systems are often studied by writing
the evolution equation for the reduced density matrix
obtained by tracing over the degrees of freedom in the
environment. Under this Master equation, pure states
evolve into mixed states and quantum interference phe-
nomena are suppressed by the averaging eect inherent
in ignoring the environment variables. Although this
process, called decoherence, can be extremely eective
in suppressing interference eects and thereby making
the quantum Wigner function approach the correspond-
ing classical phase space distribution function [5], it does
not succeed in extracting localized ‘trajectories’ from the
quantum dynamics. Without the existence of such tra-
jectories it is extremely dicult, if not impossible, to
rigorously quantify the existence of chaos both mathe-
matically and in actual experimental practice. Further-
more, in real experimental settings, it is precisely some
of the environment variables, specically, the recorded
measurements, which encode the information about the
trajectories that the system follows. Hence, if quantum
mechanics is to explain the emergence of classical me-
chanics, one expects observed quantum systems to obey
classical dynamics in the macroscopic limit.
What is therefore desired is an unraveling of the Master
equation which provides a more detailed understanding
of the trajectories underlying the average system dynam-
ics. When these detailed trajectories follow classical dy-
namics (albeit noisy), one can infer that the average dis-
tributions generated by them also become classical. This
then provides a ‘microscopic’ understanding of the quan-
tum to classical transition demonstrated, e.g., in Ref. [5].
The rst requirement in this program is to have a
good model of continuous quantum measurement. Even
though ‘continuous’ measurement is always an idealiza-
tion, real experimental situations exist which approxi-
mate it extremely closely, and simple models which cor-
respond accurately to these processes have now been de-
veloped [7{10]. These models show that as a necessary
result of the information it provides, continuous mea-
surement produces and maintains localization in phase
space. On the other hand, the Ehrenfest theorem guaran-
tees that well-localized quantum systems eectively obey
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classical mechanics. As the measurement process, in ad-
dition to localizing the state, also introduces a noise in
its evolution, to obtain classical mechanics one must be
in a regime in which the localization is suciently strong
and, yet, the resulting noise suciently weak. We show
that such a regime exists, and is precisely the one which
governs macroscopic objects, i.e. h  1 (we will always
work in units such that the action of the system is O(1)).
In what follows, we refer to this regime as the classical
regime. Our central result is that, once this regime is
achieved, the localized trajectories for the continuously
observed quantum system obey the classical dynamics
(possibly chaotic) for that system driven by a weak noise.
As a result, even at a nite but non-zero value of h, the
quantum ‘trajectories’ possess the same Lyapunov ex-
ponents as the corresponding classical system. As one
goes deeper into the classical regime with h ! 0, one
can make the noise progressively smaller by optimizing
the measurement, and, in the limit, the intrinsic classical
Lyapunov exponents are recovered.
In order for this mechanism to satisfactorily explain
the quantum-classical transition, the following conditions
need to be satised: (1) localization as discussed above,
(2) suppression of measurement noise, (3) the actual
value of the measurement strength should become ir-
relevant, and (4) the measurement record (i.e., the ac-
tual results of the continuous measurement process), suit-
ably band-limited, should follow the classical trajectory.
These conditions are studied in more detail below.
We consider, for simplicity, a single quantum degree of
freedom, with position and momentum operators denoted
byX and P , evolving under an unperturbed Hamiltonian
P 2/2m + V (X). Quantum mechanics then dictates the
familiar Heisenberg equations of motion for these opera-
tors: _X = P/m, and _P = −∂XV (X)  F (X). Except
in the limit h ! 0, a continuous observation with nite
measurement strength does not localize either the posi-
tion or the momentum completely. Nevertheless, we can
describe the state of the particle in terms of the central
moments ofX and P and, anticipating the limit, assign it
to a point in phase space given by the mean values hXi
and hP i. Provided the state remains localized, Ehren-
fest’s theorem guarantees that these mean values obey
classical equations of motion. Conversely, for the closed
nonlinear system the wavefunction spreads, and as a con-
sequence, the notion of an Ehrenfest trajectory rapidly
disappears even when the low order moments evolve sim-
ilarly under classical and quantum dynamics [5,11]. For
continuous measurement to preserve classical dynamics,
the localization it produces must overcome the spreading
caused by any nonlinearities.
The most natural measurement to use is a continuous
measurement of position, not only because this is often
what is observed with mechanical detectors, but also be-
cause real schemes for the continuous measurement of
position, considered in the eld of quantum optics, may
be described very simply [12]. In addition, a continuous
measurement of position is an unraveling of the thermal
Master equation in the high temperature limit, so that
results demonstrated for this case also apply to decoher-
ence due to a weakly coupled, high temperature thermal
bath. We stress however, that we do not expect the par-
ticular measurement model to eect the results signi-
cantly; any measurement or interaction which produces
a localization in phase space should lead to classical be-
havior in essentially the same manner.
Under continuous position measurement the evolution
of the wavefunction becomes stochastic. The stochas-
tic Schro¨dinger equation for the wavefunction ~ψ(t), con-
ditioned on the measurement record hXi + ξ(t) with
ξ(t)  (8k)−1/2dW/dt, is [8]

















where k is a constant specifying the strength of the
measurement, and dW is a Weiner process, satisfying
(dW )2 = dt. Note that in deriving this equation, the
wavefunction has been left unnormalized to simplify the
expression, as the overall normalization is irrelevant for
our purposes. To readers unfamiliar with continuous
measurements, this equation may look confusing. How-
ever, it can readily be rewritten in a way which allows
it to be understood as a series of diuse projection mea-
surements [9]:
j ~ψ(t+ dt)i = e−2kdt(X−(hXi+ξ(t)))2e−iHdt/h¯j ~ψ(t)i, (2)
where ξ(t), the dierence between hXi and the measured
value of the position, becomes a white noise in the limit
that dt tends to zero. Under this continuous measure-
ment process, the average values of position and momen-
tum evolve according to
dhXi = (hP i/m)dt+
p
2kVx(t)dW (3)
dhP i = hF (X)idt+
p
2kCxp(t)dW, (4)
where Vx is the variance in position, and Cxp is the sym-
metrized covariance between X and P [13]. Thus the
eect of the measurement is to provide some zero-mean
noise proportional to the square root of the measurement
strength k and to the width of the distribution. It is im-
portant to note, however, that this is just the rst in a
hierarchy of equations for the moments; the equations
governing the second moments contain terms depending
on higher moments, and so on up the hierarchy.
Even though the structure of the hierarchy makes it
almost impossible to obtain analytic answers to ques-
tions regarding the behavior of the variances, and re-
sulting noise strength, which are the crucial quantities
determining the quantum to classical transition, we can,
nevertheless discuss qualitatively the eect of varying h.
We notice that in the absence of any nonlinearity, the
optimal measurement induced localization is limited by
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the standard quantum limit of
p
h [12]. As the rate of
spread of the state due to the nonlinearity is itself propor-
tional to the position variance, any eect of nonlinearity
decreases as h is made smaller. This suggests that a
smaller measurement constant suces to maintain local-
ization as h is made smaller, and the resulting minimum
width achievable also decreases. As the noise depends on
the product of the measurement constant and the width,
this in turn implies that given a xed noise threshold, a
larger measurement constant is possible as h decreases.
Thus, in the classical regime one expects that the precise
value of the measurement constant becomes irrelevant to





















FIG. 1. (a) The quantum trajectory in phase space, with
h¯ = 10−5 and k = 105. (b) The position variance, Vx, as a
function of time.
With this introduction, we consider, as an example,
a bounded, one-dimensional, driven system with the
Hamiltonian,
H = P 2/2m+BX4 −AX2 + X cos(ωt) . (5)
with m = 1, B = 0.5, A = 10,  = 10, ω = 6.07. This
Hamiltonian has been used before in studies of quan-
tum chaos [15] and quantum decoherence [5] and, in the
parameter regime used here, a substantial area of the ac-
cessible phase space is stochastic. Using the calculational
scheme described later, the nite-time classical Lyapunov
exponent λ ’ 0.3− 0.6.
The numerical method used to solve Eqn. (1) is a
split-operator, spectral algorithm implemented on a par-
allel supercomputer. The numerical grid is designed to
dynamically track the wave function, greatly reducing
computational eort at small values of h.
Simulations at various values of h conrm that as h is
reduced, both the steady-state variance, and the resulting
noise (for optimal measurement strengths) are reduced,
as expected. In Fig. 1 we demonstrate that in an ap-
propriate regime, localization is maintained in spite of
low noise. Fig. 1(a) shows a typical phase space tra-
jectory, with the position variance during the evolution,
Vx  (X)2, plotted in Fig. 1(b). We nd that the width
X is always bounded by 3.4  10−3. As the potential
varies only over distances of O(3), the Ehrenfest approx-
imation hF (X)i  F (hXi) stays valid during the entire
evolution. Furthermore, as is immediately evident from
the smoothness of the trajectory in Fig. 1(a), the noise
is also negligible on these scales.
Thus, we nd that continuous measurement can eec-
tively obtain classical mechanics from quantum mechan-
ics. We substantiate this further by demonstrating that
the trajectories we obtain show the common signatures
of classical chaos. A direct way to compare qualitatively
the global nature of the quantum and classical trajecto-
ries in phase space is to compare the stroboscopic maps
(the distribution of the locations of the system at a con-
stant phase of the driving term). Fig. 2 demonstrates
the excellent correspondence between the classical and
quantum maps in this regard.



























FIG. 2. (a) The quantum stroboscopic map with h¯ = 10−5
and k = 105. The figure is a pastiche from several different
runs with different initial conditions, for a total duration of
39, 000 periods of the temporal drive. (b) The stroboscopic
map for the corresponding classical system, driven with a
small amount of noise.
On a more quantitative level, we now calculate the
key characteristic of chaos, the maximal Lyapunov ex-
ponent, λ, and compare it against that of the classical
system driven with a similar amount of noise. We start
with the denition of λ: that for a chaotic system the
distance between two nearby trajectories, (t), evolves,
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on average, as ln (t)  λt, as long as (t) is small and
t is large. To calculate this we take 10 ducial trajecto-
ries starting at the point (-3,8) and at 17 points along
each trajectory, separated by time intervals of 20 each,
we obtain neighboring trajectories by varying the noise
realization. The distance between the ducial and these
neighboring trajectories is tracked for a time interval of
8. The values of ln (t) thus obtained are averaged over
the 170 instances and plotted versus t in Fig. 3, both
for the classical (with a small amount of noise) and the
continuously measured quantum systems. For very small
separations , the noise dominates, which gives rise to
an initial steep slope. This is followed by a linear region
dominated by the Lyapunov exponent. Eventually (t)
becomes large and the curve flattens out. The behavior of
the observed quantum and noisy classical systems are es-
sentially indistinguishable, and the Lyapunov exponent
0.57(2) is the same for both. Performing the analysis
with the classical system without noise, this time using
50 ducial trajectories with initial points in a neighbour-
hood of (-3,8), we obtain a lyapunov exponent of 0.56(1),
in agreement with the previous values.




















FIG. 3. Lyapunov exponents, λ, calculated for (a) the clas-
sical system driven with a small amount of noise, and (b) the
continuously observed quantum system, with h¯ = 10−5 and
k = 105. The slope of the line drawn through the curves gives
the Lyapunov exponent, which in both cases is λ = 0.57(2).
After having demonstrated that in the classical regime,
the localization and low noise conditions are satised si-
multaneously, we study the sensitivity to the measure-
ment strength. To this eect, we vary k between 2 104
and 5  105. The Lyapunov exponents remained un-
changed within the quoted errors; only at k = 5105 did
the noise start to wash out the flat region of the curve.
Even though this illustrates that the conditioned state
vector is well localized and follows the classical trajec-
tory; in the classical regime, the nite time averages of
the measurement record should also follow the trajectory.
As a nal point, we have veried that this is indeed the
case: for h = 10−5 and k = 105, if the record is averaged
over a time of 1/100, small compared to the dynamical
time scale of the system, the average tracking error is
only  1 10−2.
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